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Powerful Punctuation Keep It Simple Correct Word Usage



A panda walks into a café. He orders a sandwich, eats it, then draws 
out a gun and fires two shots into the air.

“Why?” asks the confused waiter.
The panda produces a wildlife manual and tosses it over his 

shoulder on his way out of the café.
“I’m a panda,” he says. “Look it up.”
The waiter turns to the relevant entry and reads the following: 

“Panda. Large black-and-white bear-like mammal, native to 
China. Eats, shoots and leaves.”

SECTION 1:

POWERFUL
PUNCTUATION



Commas



Commas are to be used…

• To separate two independent clauses ALREADY SEPARATED by a conjunction: 
“My best friend loves animals, but he is allergic to fur.”

INCORRECT: “Tissue paper looks great in presents, it also looks 
good to use on bulletin boards.” (This is called a comma splice. 
Instead of a comma, use a semicolon!)

• In sections that could be taken out without losing grammatical correctness: 
“My aunt’s only cat, who is nearly sixteen years old, is dying.”

• To set off modifiers, ONLY if they are not necessary to specify: 
“The dread pirate Roberts rescued Buttercup from the prince, Humperdink.” (There may be more than one pirate, 
but there is only one prince, so his name may be taken out without losing understanding)

• Where otherwise necessary to clarify understanding (limited): 
“Girls used to study home nursing, and boys took shop.” (Shows the girls are not formally studying the boys)

• Optional in short, closely related independent clauses: 
“The sun is up(,) and the birds are singing.”
“Orchids are more exotic(,) but I prefer tulips.”

• In a list (see previous slide)



Commas & Periods

While the teacher talks, Zeb listens, but Kinsley texts.



Apostrophes
(yes, we’re currently ignoring the other problems with this sign)

Apostrophes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOtMa2JyfXk
Your/You’re: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjAJswDB14s

There/Their/They’re: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-G9Igd9Cwk

x x

x x

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOtMa2JyfXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjAJswDB14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-G9Igd9Cwk


REMEMBER…

IT’S is a 
conjunction of 
IT IS or IT HAS



Memorable videos to drive home the point
in your own time*

Grammar
Slam

Your vs You’re
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13FV1GaA20I

There/Their/They’re
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y4zxcSuwlI

You’re vs Your
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FdKPEA17m4

There vs Their vs They’re
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I776Ibj3iTs

Jacksfilms

Jack
Douglass

*Deemed inappropriate for class due to language & mild name-calling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13FV1GaA20I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Y4zxcSuwlI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FdKPEA17m4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I776Ibj3iTs


.



Let’s see what you learned….

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/26cd137f-df88-4489-987b-8f14b3b3583b

(You may need to sign up for Kahoot in order to play the game)

(end of section)

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/26cd137f-df88-4489-987b-8f14b3b3583b


Section 2: KISS
Keep It Simple, Stupid



For more examples of shorter words/phrases
to replace longer phrases, visit 

writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/CCS_wordyphrases.html



What to do… Condense & Rewrite

It is the common thought of many that people should write concisely. However, it is also generally 

thought by many people that they themselves write concisely. In addition, some people think that 

writing does not need to be concise to be understood and to be clear. To these people I would say 

the following: clarity comes from conciseness, as something may be more easily understood if any 

and all unnecessary and/or repetitious words, phrases, clauses, sentences, paragraphs and other 

structures are taken out or removed. To present this idea in another fashion, think of it this way: you 

are looking for your name in a bowl of alphabet soup. It will be much easier to find if you take out all 

the letters that are not in your name, leaving only the letters in your name. In the same way, it is 

easier to find meaning in a written section if all the unnecessary elements are removed.  (157 words)
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Most people agree

many wrongly believe (that) , while others

conciseness does not matter. Strunk & White wrote of how

Or If

, it

Likewise,

all

remove

(113 words)

Is this the only way to shorten it? Absolutely not – there are 
many different ways to do it. Perhaps your way is better than 
mine! PS Strunk & White are famous for their writing manual.



Most people agree that all should write concisely. However, many wrongly believe that they themselves 

write concisely, while others think that conciseness does not matter. Strunk and White wrote of how 

clarity comes from conciseness, as something may be more easily understood if any and all unnecessary 

and/or repetitious structures are removed. Or think of it this way: If you are looking for your name in a 

bowl of alphabet soup, it will be much easier to find if you remove the letters that are not in your name, 

leaving only the letters in your name. Likewise, it is easier to find meaning in a written section if all 

unnecessary elements are removed.  (113 words)

What to do…
Is this the only way to shorten it? Absolutely not – there are 
many different ways to do it. Perhaps your way is better than 
mine! PS Strunk & White are famous for their writing manual.



Your Turn!
Shorten these sentences. Try to beat me without losing the meaning!

Group 1: For all intents and purposes, the reason Mr. Henderson arrived late for work was due to the fact that he stopped 
at very many traffic lights that were red in color. (31 words)

Group 2: George's wife is a woman who is unhappy because of the fact that George doesn’t pay any attention to her. 
(20 words)

Group 3: In this day and age, people are under the impression that it is important to express ideas in a concise manner. 
(21 words)

Group 4: Generally speaking, it is the common opinion of all that you do not want your essay to be filled with words that 
are so unimportant that they can be deleted from your essay without any loss of meaning at all, and it is a fact 
that readers do not appreciate having to make their way through all of those unnecessary and unimportant 
words. (61 words)

(From 2.ivcc.edu/rambo/eng1001/conciseness.htm)
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at very many traffic lights that were red in color. (31 words)
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Mr. Henderson had to stop for many red lights and was late for work. (14 words)

No one likes wordy essays. (5 words).

People today prefer concisely explained ideas. (6 words)

George’s wife is unhappy because he ignores her. (8 words)



But be careful…

(end of section)



Section 3:

Using The Rite Words

Let’s face it, we all use the wrong word sometimes, whether it’s a subject-verb disagreement, or 
homophone (same pronunciation, different meaning), or a near-homophone (think affect and effect).

Right



• Keep to the same tense(s) in the same section or when speaking 
of the same subject
• If using present tense, keep to it. If you have been using 

past tense, continue.
• INCORRECT: I am reading The Cat in the Hat - it was good.
• CORRECT: I am reading The Cat in the Hat – it is good.

• Make sure your verb and subject match (both singular or both 
plural). If in doubt, look it up. Many people find this difficult 
when the subject and verb are not near each other.
• INCORRECT: Make sure your verb and subject matches.
• INCORRECT: (see sign)
• CORRECT: The football, which had seen long, hard use in 

the four years since my older brother had received it for his 
birthday eight years ago, popped on impact.

AGREEMENT



Writing must be clearer than spoken language

Be clear what your pronouns (he, she, it, them; this, that, which; etc.) refer to. If you’re unsure, ask a question.
INCORRECT: Margery said she had no idea her friend had such a shady past until she was arrested. (Who 

was arrested?)
INCORRECT: Build-a-Bear is having a 2-for-1 sale? I love it! (What does it refer to? The store, a 2-for-1 sale 

or the combination?)

Keep parallel forms parallel. In a list such as the following,
• Start each idea right from the dropping off point (in this example, it’s the word “following”).
• Use the same tense for every bullet point.
• End each bullet point with the same punctuation (a period, comma or (rarely) a semicolon).
• Double check when you have finished.
• Remember, all or nothing.

Keep related words together: subject and verb, phrase and antecedent. If you’re unsure, ask a question.
INCORRECT: Moody, who won America’s Got Talent, singing Hallelujah, is dying.
INCORRECT: He noticed a large stain in the rug which was in the center of the room. (What is in the 

center of the room? The rug, or the stain?)
INCORRECT: This is a portrait of Benjamin Harrison, grandson of William Henry Harrison, who became 
president in 1889. (Which one was president in 1889?)



Close: To shut
Clothes: item to wear

Use the Right Word

Two: a number

Too: Also

To: Everything else

There: A place; a question answered by “here”
Their: Signifies possession
They’re: Conjunction of “They are”

Your: Signifies possession
You’re: Conjunction of “You are”

Allude: to suggest
Elude: to evade

Allusion: an indirect reference
Illusion: a deceptive appearance

Affect: to make a difference
Effect: n. a cause; vb. to cause

Who: Use if can be replaced with “He” or “She” 
Whom: Use if can be replaced with “Her” or “Him”

Aloud: Audibly
Allowed: To give/have permission

Allude: 
Elude:

There:
Their: 
They’re:

Your:
You’re:

Affect:
Effect:

Allusion:
Illusion:

Who:
Whom:

Two:

Too:

To: Aloud:
Allowed:

Close:
Clothes:

Where: In what place
Wear: To have on
Where:
Wear: 



If you have more than one person, play a game by following these instructions.

1. Get into teams or grab a friend.
2. If you have teams, pick a team captain and a moderator
3. Click the link below, and go through the pictures one by one.
4. You decide what is wrong with it (there may be more than one thing)
5. Once you think you found them all, the team captain must raise his/her hand
6. The moderator will call on the first person whose hand s/he saw first – you 

tell him/her what is wrong
7. Each problem FOUND, EXPLAINED and CORRECTED will earn you a point
8. If a) you are incorrect or b) another team finds a problem you did not, they 

can steal your point(s)
9. The team with the most points at the end wins!

Buzzfeed.com/tabathaleggett/embarrassing-road-sign-misspellings?utm_term=.jam6ldjq7#.bg5klZgbB

https://www.buzzfeed.com/tabathaleggett/embarrassing-road-sign-misspellings?utm_term=.jam6ldjq7#.bg5klZgbB


If you are studying by yourself…

1. Click the link below, and go through the pictures one by one.
2. You decide what is wrong with it (there may be more than one thing)
3. Each problem FOUND, EXPLAINED and CORRECTED will earn you a point
4. Ask a friend or family member to try, or take it again yourself.
5. The person with the most points at the end wins!

The next (and last) slide has the answers.

Buzzfeed.com/tabathaleggett/embarrassing-road-sign-misspellings?utm_term=.jam6ldjq7#.bg5klZgbB

https://www.buzzfeed.com/tabathaleggett/embarrassing-road-sign-misspellings?utm_term=.jam6ldjq7#.bg5klZgbB


(Found as written / Explained / Correction)
1. Carefull / “carefull” is not a word, it is either “careful” (adjective) or “carefully” (adverb) / Please drive carefully
2. Carnaval; Expexted / both misspelled; “expexted” wrong tense / Sittingbourne Carnival Next Saturday. Expect Road 

Closures and Delays.
3. Sotp / misspelled / Stop
4. Entire sign / awkwardly worded / Bus Parking Only
5. Disableb / misspelled / Disabled
6. Unsiutable; HGV’s / misspelled; incorrect apostrophe usage / Unsuitable for HGVs
7. Enterance / misspelled / Entrance
8. Onorthorised / misspelled / Unauthorised (UK) or Unauthorized (US)
9. Traiff’s / Traiff is not a word; incorrect apostrophe usage / I don’t even know!
10. Shcool / misspelled / School
11. Temporay / misspelled / Temporary
12. I have no idea (I didn’t make Buzzfeed!)
13. Only / N is backwards / Only
14. Busniesses / misspelled / Businesses
15. Claer / misspelled /Clear
16. Entire sign; With in; Prohibited; in forced / Nonsensical; one word not two; shouldn’t have capital letter; wrong word 

and one word not two / NO PARKING within the area marked by cones. Enforced by…
17. Bmup / misspelled / Bump


